Dynamics of solutes with hydrodynamic interactions: comparison between Brownian dynamics and stochastic rotation dynamics simulations.
The dynamics of particles in solution or suspension is influenced by thermal fluctuations and hydrodynamic interactions. Several mesoscale methods exist to account for these solvent-induced effects such as Brownian dynamics with hydrodynamic interactions and hybrid molecular dynamics-stochastic rotation dynamics methods. Here we compare two ways of coupling solutes to the solvent with stochastic rotation dynamics (SRD) to Brownian dynamics with and without explicit hydrodynamic interactions. In the first SRD scheme [SRD with collisional coupling (CC)] the solutes participate in the collisional step with the solvent and in the second scheme [SRD with central force coupling (CFC)] the solutes interact through direct forces with the solvent, generating slip boundary conditions. We compare the transport coefficients of neutral and charged solutes in a model system obtained by these simulation schemes. Brownian dynamics without hydrodynamic interactions is used as a reference to quantify the influence of hydrodynamics on the transport coefficients as modeled by the different methods. We show that, in the dilute range, the SRD CFC method provides results similar to those of Brownian dynamics with hydrodynamic interactions for the diffusion coefficients and for the electrical conductivity. The SRD CC scheme predicts diffusion coefficients close to those obtained by Brownian dynamic simulations without hydrodynamic interactions, but accounts for part of the influence of hydrodynamics on the electrical conductivity.